Directions to the Center for Magnetic Recording Research (CMRR) building:

**From Interstate 5:**

1. Exit at **LA JOLLA VILLAGE DRIVE** (Westbound).

2. From La Jolla Village Drive **turn RIGHT onto VILLA LA JOLLA DRIVE** (then stay in the LEFT lane).

3. Continue on Villa La Jolla Drive to Gilman Drive (**2nd traffic light**) and proceed straight into the **Gilman Parking Structure** (located on the corner of Gilman and Russell Lane). **Obtain a Parking Permit** from the Pay Station (or proceed to pre-assigned parking).

4. Exit the parking structure and proceed NORTH on Russell Lane. **Cross Lyman/Outback** and continue straight on the walkway between the buildings. **Cross Matthews Lane** at the pedestrian cross-walk (there is no street sign). Continue on the walkway between the buildings to the open plaza area (you will see the **Jacobs School of Engineering** directly across the plaza from the CMRR Building).

5. Turn to the left and walk a few yards further to find the CMRR Building entrance.

    If you need further assistance, contact:

    **Betty Manoulian**  
    (858) 534-6707 – Office  
    (619) 866-3566 – Cell

    **Iris Villanueva**  
    (858) 534-6196 – Office

    **Additional information/maps can be found at:**  
    http://www.act.ucsd.edu/maps/